Horse riding
It is an adventure horse-riding tour to
Chandalaz mt. with fascinating caves, arches
and beautiful nature. It is an ancient mountain
(formed about 250 million years before). It
has caves, where ancient people’s remains
(people who dwelt on the territory back 15
thousand years before) were found. Its arches
and beautiful nature are fascinating. It is the
biggest rocky mountain in Southern Primorie,
its length is 7,5 km, height is 760 m and it has
lots of caves. One of its names is a Supernal
mountain. There is a legend that there is a
labyrinth inside Chandalaz mt. Here you can enjoy watching 69 species of rear plants, 200
species of birds among them 11 are extremely rear species from The Red book of
endangered-species (such as honey buzzard, hawk owl) . Also we’ll have an excursion to
Skvoznaya (“Trough”, length of cavity is 39 m) and Mechta Speleologa (“Dream of
speleologist”, length of cavity is 35 m) caves. On the 2nd day we have a walking
excursion to local waterfalls. All day enjoying horse-riding and hiking in open nature will
be relaxing and will leave you lots of impressions.
SAMPLE OF THE TOUR
SEASON: June- September
RATING: easy, medium- comfort.
LOCATION: Vladivostok, Nakhodka
GROUP SIZE: max 8
COMMENTS: Please, take with yourself comfortable clothes and high boots for riding, remedy against
ticks. Please, note! Insurance is not included.
DAY

ITINERARY

Day 1 Arrive in Vladivostok. Meeting at airport. Transfer to Nakhodka city. Dinner (boxed)
on the way. Overnight in local hotel.
Day 2 Breakfast at a hotel. Pick up and transfer to the suburb for horse-riding tour (3040min). Instruction of the riding. Riding excursion to Chandalaz mt. with 2 caves
(Skvoznaya (means “Perforating”) and Mechta Speleologa (“Dream of speleologist”).
Lunch and dinner in camp.
Day 3 Breakfast in camp. Walking excursion to local waterfalls
Lunch in camp. Afternoon transfer to Vladivostok
Dinner at local hotel/restaurant
Day 4 Breakfast at hotel restaurant
Leave for airport. Registration for the flight
Leave for Japan
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**Please, note! The dates and duration of the tour may depend on the schedule of flights.
*The program route and duration can be changed considering your wishes.

